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1. Introduction 

Many different kinds of airframe geometries are being investigated for use as precision 
munitions throughout the armed services.  Within the U.S. Army, rolling projectiles using 
movable lifting surfaces for maneuver control are being developed (1).  The aerodynamic 
characterization of such projectiles is more difficult than characterization of traditional 
symmetric ballistic projectiles.  Because these control mechanisms produce aerodynamic 
asymmetries and flow interactions, more sophisticated aerodynamic models and flight dynamics 
analyses are required that include these phenomena (e.g., roll angle dependent pitching moments 
and normal forces).  Thorough understanding of the flight behavior of such projectiles is 
necessary to successfully guide them to desired points in space.   

Accurate aerodynamic characterization is important because each of the precision munitions 
examined in this effort had performance goals of maneuverability, roll rate, and dynamic 
stability.  Many tools support the initial design and further refinement of aerodynamics for 
precision munitions.  Semi-empirical aeroprediction, wind tunnel testing, computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD), and free-flight experiments were all employed during the overall programs to 
assess the aerodynamics of the 105-, 120-, and 155-mm fin-stabilized airframes discussed herein.  
The results of the present work permit an assessment of the quality of the various airframe 
designs. 

This effort includes analyses of six flight experiments.  Though there are three distinct types of 
projectiles, they are all designated by the name “VAPP,” followed by a numeral.  This naming 
convention arises from the use on all these projectiles of the same maneuver mechanism of a 
single opposed pair of nose-mounted canards.  Particular component dimensions vary among the 
three projectiles but the mechanisms are essentially the same.  This system was designed and 
built at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) as part of the Very Affordable Precision 
Projectile (VAPP) program, and the numerals in the names reflect the sequential embodiments in 
flight experiment hardware.  

When properly employed the different aerodynamic techniques are not competitors but 
complementary contributors with each technique supplying critical information for the high 
fidelity aerodynamic characterization necessary to perform successful guide-to-hit flight 
experiments (1, 2).  The wind tunnel and predictive computational efforts will be reported 
separately. 

The focus of this report is experimental determination of projectile aerodynamics from elevated 
gun firings.  To accomplish this, projectiles and firing ranges are instrumented to obtain 
measurements of the projectile motion throughout its trajectory.  These data are used in a 
parameter identification algorithm known as the maximum likelihood method with differential 
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corrections to quantify aerodynamic coefficients.  This analysis is conducted within the 
Extending Telemetry Reduction to Aerodynamic Coefficients and Trajectory Reconstruction 
(EXTRACTR) software.  The EXTRACTR methodology, its validation, and past applications 
have been documented previously (3–6). 

The novel contribution of the present effort lies in characterizing aerodynamics associated with 
the precision projectile and control mechanism (notably asymmetries and canard terms) via data 
collected during ballistic and maneuvering free-flights.  The increased dimensionality of this 
characterization versus the characterization of symmetrical, non-maneuvering flight bodies 
makes for a more difficult technical task.  This is due to the need for obtaining a greater volume 
of experimental data to reflect the added dependencies combined with the presence of 
nonlinearities within the underlying aeroballistic theory. 

This report will proceed by first covering the experimental procedures to include descriptions of 
the test projectiles and the test instrumentation both on-board the projectiles and at the firing 
ranges.  Next, data collection and post-flight analysis of these data leading to projectile motion 
history reconstructions will be covered including discussion on the quality of the results.  Finally, 
the aerodynamic coefficients that reproduce the experimental flight motions are provided. 

 

2. Experimental Setup 

2.1 Projectile Descriptions 

All three projectile types were fin-stabilized with tail-mounted super-caliber fins.  When 
tactically operational, the 105- and 155-mm precision munitions will be launched from rifled 
artillery tubes and utilize slip-band obturators to ensure low spin at launch.  The 120-mm 
munition will be launched from a smoothbore mortar.  In all cases, the tail fins will deploy after 
launch and are canted or beveled to provide roll torque.  The respective fin configurations were 
designed to achieve a balance between aerodynamic roll torque and roll damping yielding a 
steady state roll rate avoiding roll-yaw resonance and conducive for guidance, navigation, and 
control GNC system functionality.  All projectiles rolled in accordance with the right-hand rule 
with the vector pointing out the nose. 

All three projectile types employ a single opposed pair of nose-mounted canards as maneuver 
mechanisms.  The two canards are mounted on a common rotation axis so that they always lie in 
the same plane.  When affecting a maneuver, the canards are actuated in a sinusoidal manner 
with their period equal to the projectile roll period.  The maximum allowable deflection angle of 
the canards is ±10°, where 0° is defined by the canards and the projectile spin axis being 
coplanar.  The period of canard actuation is matched to the roll cycle of the projectile so that the 
lift resulting from any canard deflection angle is always in the same inertial direction thereby 
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achieving a maneuver in that direction.  This simple single-axis control actuation system (CAS) 
with a rolling airframe is less costly than other precision munition maneuver concepts in these 
calibers known to the authors. 

Placement of canards in a single plane introduces an aerodynamic asymmetry that complicates 
the projectiles’ aerodynamic characterizations and flight dynamics.  The normal force is greater 
and the aerodynamic center-of-pressure (CP) moves nose ward in the plane of roll defined by the 
projectile rotation axis and the canard pivot axis as compared to a plane 90° away (i.e., the plane 
of roll perpendicular to the canard axis).  Assessment of aerodynamics is further complicated 
because course-correcting maneuvers can potentially be commanded anytime in flight, requiring 
canard deflections that dynamically change the normal force and center of pressure at a range of 
Mach numbers, angles of attack, and any roll orientation.  These asymmetry considerations apply 
to all three of the subject projectiles. 

A photograph of the 105-mm projectile hardware is shown in figure 1.  For the flight 
experiments treated herein, these projectiles were launched from a smoothbore 8-in gun in a 
sabot-pusher-plate obturator package.  This allowed the use of fixed tail fins of the tactical 
design geometry.  When launched from a 105-mm tube, these six fins need to deploy post 
launch.  Each fin had a full cant of 1.25°.  The tip-to-tip span of the maneuver canards is just 
under 105 mm.  This airframe was designed using aeroprediction, CFD, and a series of dynamic 
wind tunnel experiments with the CAS to achieve maximum aerodynamic control with minimal 
hinge loading within the allowable design space (and corresponding minimal battery power 
requirement).  Physical characteristics of this airframe were measured prior to firing and are 
given in table 1. 
 

 

Figure 1.  The 105-mm airframe. 

A high-speed camera image of the 120-mm airframe in free-flight is given in figure 2.  These 
projectiles were launched from the standard 120-mm smoothbore mortar tube.  The four tail fins 
on this projectile were super-caliber, forward-folding with leading and trailing edge bevel.  
Various boom lengths were explored in the wind tunnel to determine the static stability.  A 
slightly longer boom than the inventory M934 mortar projectile was used.  The body of this 
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projectile was also longer than the M934, providing more normal force.  Canards were identical 
to those on the 105-mm projectile.  Wind tunnel (7) and CFD techniques were utilized to assess 
aerodynamics before gun firings.  Table 1 gives the physical properties of the 120-mm mortar 
round. 

 

 

Figure 2.  The 120-mm airframe. 

 
Figure 3 shows the 155-mm projectile in free-flight.  These projectiles were launched from a 
rifled 155-mm tube.  The eight tail fins each featured a beveled leading edge and bent outer-
corner trailing edge to supply the necessary roll torque.  These fins were deployed post-launch.  
A series of wind tunnel tests were conducted to evaluate the canards, fin cant, and center of 
pressure location.  The canards were different than the 105- and 120-mm airframes to enable 
maneuvers at higher Mach number.  Physical properties of the 155-mm projectile are given in 
table 1. 

 

 

Figure 3.  The 155-mm airframe.
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Table 1.  Physical properties of projectiles. 

Projectile 
(mm) 

 
Mass 
(kg) 

 
Axial Inertia 

(kg m2) 

Transverse 
Inertia 
(kg m2) 

Center of Gravity 
From Nose 

(mm) 

 
Overall Length 

(mm) 
105 18.533 0.0333 0.7005 400.4 759.6 
120 18.240 0.0370 0.5260 349.2 893.5 
155 44.197 0.1664 2.2712 597.6 981.4 

 

2.2 Projectile On-Board Instrumentation 

Each projectile was instrumented with a similar strap-down sensor package to derive flight 
motions.  The sensor suite consisted of a three-axis magnetometer, 2 solar sensors (installed 180° 
apart circumferentially), 6 angular rate sensors (2 sensors with different ranges parallel to each 
principal axis), and 10 linear accelerometers (2 with different ranges parallel to each principal 
axis and 4 positioned symmetrically about the spin axis with signals summed to provide an 
estimate of centripetal acceleration).  All save the solar sensors were mounted within a stack like 
that shown in figure 4.  These stacks also featured a digital signal processor (DSP) that sampled 
the sensors on an analog-to-digital converter and populated a pulse code modulated stream which 
was then broadcast by an onboard S-band telemetry transmitter and antenna.  These sensors and 
electronics were integrated into the projectile body and an epoxy potting material was used to 
ensure structural integrity during gun launch.  The telemetry data streams were received and 
recorded real-time at multiple ground stations along the respective trajectories to ensure 
complete data capture.  The data were demodulated and processed post-flight in conjunction with 
the data provided by the range instrumentation discussed in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Sensor suite and DSP stack.
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2.3 Firing Ranges and Instrumentation 

Flight experiments of the three projectile types took place at three different test ranges.  
However, similar ballistic range instrumentation was used for all the flight experiments 
consisting of tracking and fixed radars, high-speed photography, gun pressure measurements, 
and multiple telemetry ground stations.  All experiment assets were positioned at surveyed 
locations.  Meteorological data were recorded with both ground and balloon-carried instruments 
throughout the test events. 

The 105-mm projectile gun firings were conducted at ARL’s Transonic Experimental Facility 
(TEF) on the Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG).  The 120-mm firings were conducted at the 
Aberdeen Test Center (ATC) Ballistic and Romney Creek Ranges, also at APG.  The 155-mm 
firings were conducted at Gun Position 2490R on the Yuma Proving Ground (YPG).  The guns 
used for these different firings are shown in figures 5–7.  The individual projectile designations 
and launch conditions for the flights of the six rounds analyzed in this report are given in table 2. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Smoothbore 8-in gun at the ARL TEF. 
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Figure 6.  The 120-mm mortar tube at the ATC range. 
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Figure 7.  Paladin with 155-mm cannon at YPG. 

 

Table 2.  Launch conditions. 

 
Projectile ID No. 

 

 
Diameter 

(mm) 

 
Date/Time-of-Fire 

(GMT) 

Quadrant 
Elevation 

(deg) 

 
Launch Velocity 

(m/s) 
VAPP-7 105 13 Dec – 16:54 15 289 
VAPP-8 105 24 Jan – 18:14 15 291 
VAPP-13 120 26 Feb – 18:42 62 232 
VAPP-23 155 10 Jun – 21:48 50 572 
VAPP-24 155 10 Jun – 22:46 50 695 
VAPP-25 155 11 Jun – 00:02 50 694 
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3. Flight Data Processing Methodology 

Simply put, the task intended to be performed by the parameter identification algorithm is to 
determine values of the aerodynamic coefficients appearing in the force and moment formulation 
of the 6 degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) differential equations of motion that reproduce the 
observed dynamic states of that projectile in the free-flight experiments.  Time histories of 
twelve projectile states are necessary to fully describe a trajectory:  three components of position, 
three components of translational rates, three components of angular orientation, and three 
components of angular rates.  Environmental parameters along the flight path also affect 
projectile dynamics, e.g., temperature, winds, etc. 

The primary off-projectile data used for estimating aerodynamic coefficients are the 
meteorological data and three measurements obtained with the tracking radar (i.e., the projectile 
radial velocity, radar elevation angle, and radar azimuth angle).  The primary strapdown-sensor-
derived data used for estimating aerodynamic coefficients are the projectile’s solar aspect angle, 
solar roll rate, magnetic aspect angle, and magnetic roll rate (defined herein).  In a few cases, 
projectile spin rates obtained from the centripetal acceleration estimate described earlier were 
also used. 

Calibrations were performed on the sensors prior to the flight experiments.  The two solar 
sensors were excited with light while undergoing prescribed motions to accurately determine the 
orientations of these sensors as installed on each of the test projectiles.  Analogously, the 
magnetic sensors’ biases, scale factors, and installed orientations were determined using a least 
squares fitting technique on the magnetometers output for a prescribed set of Helmholz-coil-
generated magnetic fields systematically varied in strength and orientation relative to the 
projectile-installed sensor stacks (8). 

These calibrations enabled the metrics of interest to the experimental aerodynamics technique to 
be calculated in appropriate engineering units.  The solar and magnetic roll rates are estimates of 
projectile roll rates with respect to the sun and the local geomagnetic field respectively.  The 
solar aspect angle is the included angle between two vectors originating at the projectile’s center 
of gravity (CG).  The first is co-linear with the projectile’s roll axis and directed through the nose 
and the second is directed towards the sun.  The magnetic aspect angle is the included angle 
between the roll axis vector and a vector originating at the CG and parallel to the local 
geomagnetic field.  Methodologies employed to obtain these and other airframe states and other 
available body-fixed measurements during flight experiments have been documented elsewhere 
(9, 10).   

The radar, solar, and magnetometer data were assembled along with the firing log, projectile 
mass properties, initial aerodynamic estimates, survey, and meteorological data for each flight.  
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Coefficient values were estimated that would achieve fits to the measured motion when inserted 
into the fully nonlinear 6-DOF equations of motion.  Many of the individual fits were performed 
using only limited portions of a flight experiment’s dynamic states estimates.  Primarily, this is 
done for one of several reasons.  In some instances, the dynamics necessary to observe the 
effects of a particular desired parameter only occur for limited portions of the trajectory, e.g., 
yawing motion must be occurring to estimate a projectile’s pitching moment.  In other cases, 
some projectile state may be applicable to only a portion of a trajectory, e.g., transonic velocity.  
In yet other cases, pronounced observable projectile dynamics might be present but the potential 
aerodynamic parameters underlying these states may be ambiguous.  Additionally, the degree of 
difficulty associated with performing simultaneous multiple parameter identifications with 
potentially over fifty possible parameters, nonlinear flight dynamics, and experimental data 
which may not include the complete 12 projectile states for every desired flavor of projectile 
dynamics prevents automation of the analyses.  Typical aerodynamic coefficient estimations 
proceed sequentially with an experienced aero ballistician matching appropriate portions of 
experimental data and parameter determinations in a hierarchical order. 

Root-sum-of-squares (RSS) differences between the experimental observations and 6-DOF-
calculated predictions of projectile states (e.g., radial velocity, magnetic aspect angle) provide a 
measure of the fit accuracy of the parameter identification process to the experimental data.  
Achievable accuracies of the experimental measurements dictate appropriate levels of the RSS 
differences between the experimental and calculated projectile states.  The orders-of-magnitude 
of fit metrics for all analyses reported in this effort fall within the acceptable regimes (discussed 
in Davis et al. [5]) given in table 3. 

Table 3.  Order of magnitude of fit metric for acceptable results. 

RSS Fit Metric Order of Magnitude 
Radial velocity 1. m/s 
Radar elevation 0.1 deg 
Radar azimuth 0.1 deg 

Solar roll 0.1 rad/s 
Solar aspect angle 0.1 deg 
Magnetic roll rate 0.1 rad/s 

Magnetic aspect angle 0.1 deg 
 
 

4. Results 

Estimated aerodynamic coefficients were non-dimensionalized using the diameter-referenced 
cross-sectional area of each projectile type ( 2 /4A D= ).  Discussion of the six test rounds will 

be sequential and will be similar in covering the experimental and 6-DOF-calculated vehicle 
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states being matched, the resulting reconstructed angular motion histories, and the aerodynamic 
coefficients found necessary to achieve those matches. 

4.1 The 105-mm Flight Dynamics:  VAPP-7 

The first flight experiment to be discussed is that of one of the 105-mm artillery rounds, 
designated as VAPP-7.  In this experiment, some of the maneuver mechanism timing and 
electronic functions were tested but no canard deflections were implemented.  Hence, the flight 
of VAPP-7 was ballistic.  Radar and solar data suitable for analysis were obtained in this 
experiment.  As noted previously, the “influence” of some aerodynamic parameters can only be 
analyzed when projectiles are undergoing appropriate dynamics.  This is particularly true of 
angle-of-attack-dependent parameters where a necessary condition for performing the nonlinear 
6-DOF analysis is angular motion of an appropriate kind with adequate magnitude.  For this 
reason, distinct parameter identification analyses were conducted on two subsets of the flight 
data.  Launch disturbances induced pronounced angular motion at muzzle exit that damped to 
less than 1° within 1 s.  Later in flight, throughout the interval from 5 to 7.5 s, angular coning 
motion of constant frequency and amplitude occurred.  Comparisons of the experimental radar 
and solar data for these two intervals with those calculated through the parameter identification 
process are presented in figures 8 and 9 and suggest good agreement.  In fact, the fit metrics met 
the criteria given in table 3.  The roll rate was not fit well late in flight, therefore, these results 
are not presented, and static and dynamic roll moments were not included at this Mach number.
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(a) Radial velocity 

(c) Radar azimuth angle (b) Radar elevation angle 

 

Figure 8.  Experimental and calculated radar data for VAPP-7. 

 

(b) Solar aspect angle (a) Solar roll rate during early interval 

 

Figure 9.  Experimental and calculated solar data for VAPP-7.
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Matching the experimental data with 6-DOF calculations permits a reconstruction of complete 
angular flight motion.  All ensuing discussion of angular motion assumes the observer sits 
behind the projectile looking down the longitudinal axis.  The pitch angle-of-attack, α, is defined 
as positive nose up and the yaw angle-of-attack, β, is positive nose right.  Total angle-of-attack is 
the RSS of the pitch and yaw angles-of-attack.  Figure 10 presents the reconstructed VAPP-7 
angular motion early and late in flight.  Projectile launch disturbances resulted in an 
approximately 7° maximum total angle-of-attack.  This angle-of-attack magnitude decreased to 
less than 1° within 1 s in a clockwise oriented spiral pattern.  In all angular motion 
reconstructions provided in this effort, an “o” represents the angular state at the initial time and 
an “x” represents the angular state at the final time.  Beginning approximately 4 s after launch, 
total angle-of-attack grows to about 1.5° in 1 s and remains fairly regular for a time.  This 
interval’s solar aspect angle history was fit by introducing a positive static side moment 
coefficient in the aerodynamic model. 

 

(b) Later interval (a) Earlier interval 
 

Figure 10.  Reconstructed angular motion for VAPP-7. 

Utilizing a side moment in the model requires a general discussion of uniqueness of the 
aerodynamic parameter identification solution.  The manner in which the aerodynamic model is 
constructed and the range of experimental measurements that are available can prohibit some 
parameters from being uniquely determined.  This was problematic for parameters associated 
with the amplitude of angle-of-attack of VAPP-7.  Pitch damping, static side moment, and 
dynamic side moment can all contribute to angle-of-attack magnitude and be indistinguishable 
without additional information.    

Furthermore, side moments produce coning motion.  The action of a side moment is to induce 
angular motion 90° out of phase with the instantaneous pitch and yaw angle-of-attack.  An 
instant later, pitch and yaw angle-of-attack have rotated slightly in response to the side moment 
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and the direction of the side moment has rotated by the same amount.  This activity proceeds at 
the yawing rate of the airframe producing motion where the projectile nose circumscribes a 
complete circle in a single yaw cycle (or, alternatively, the projectile spin axis orientation forms 
a cone when considering the pitching and yawing motion hinged about the CG). 

For fin-stabilized projectiles, the relative effects of the static and dynamic side moments 
prescribe the sense of coning motion (clockwise or counter-clockwise).  Static side moments 
scale with angle-of-attack and dynamic side moments go with both angle-of-attack and roll rate.  
Thus, measurements of coning rate, coning direction, steady roll rate, and transient roll rate are 
required in each Mach regime to fully differentiate and characterize the side moments. 

When both solar and magnetic aspect angle histories are available and the solar, magnetic, and 
roll axis vectors are not coplanar, the sense of the coning motion can be resolved with the 
analysis tools of the present work.  An independent validation of the coning motion was also 
undertaken for some cases using the vector matching technique termed POINTER (Projectile 
Orientation In Navigation TERms – U.S. patent 6398155 [11]) described in Hepner and Harkins 
(12) and Harkins (13). 

Because magnetic aspect data were not obtained for the VAPP-7 flight, the coning direction 
could not be determined.  However, CFD predictions and wind tunnel measurements filled in 
some of the gaps not observed in the flight experiments to assess side moments for different 
projectiles examined in this work.  For VAPP-7, CFD supported the choice of the dominance of 
a static side moment and a clockwise coning direction and this choice provided the best fit to the 
experimental data. 

4.2 The 105-mm Flight Dynamics:  VAPP-8 

In this experiment, a maneuver intended to extend the range of the VAPP-8 projectile was 
initiated approximately 2 s after gun launch.  Thereafter, the canards were continuously deflected 
sinusoidally to positive and –10° at the roll frequency of the projectile.  To achieve maximum 
range extension, the relative phasing of the canard deflection period and the projectile roll 
orientation period needed to be such that the canard-deflection-generated lift was oriented 
upwards.  The appropriate timings of the canard deflection commands were formed using the 
solar sensors to determine the inertial roll orientation and roll rate of the projectile in flight.  
Radar, accelerometer, and solar data were obtained from the flight experiment and employed for 
aerodynamics estimation.   

The canard deflection history, monitored and inserted into the telemetry stream by the DSP, was 
an additional source of data input to the parameter identification methodology.  In order to use 
these data, it was necessary to extend the methodology by including a more sophisticated 
aerodynamic model that enabled the control-mechanism-related parameters to be estimated.  
These advances enabled the canard normal force coefficient and the longitudinal CP location of 
the canards to be assessed.
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All fits to experimental data for VAPP-8 met the quality criteria of table 3.  The experimental 
and calculated radar data for the flight are in figure 11.  Figure 11b includes not only the 
measured and calculated radar elevation angles of the VAPP-8 trajectory, but also the model-
predicted radar elevation angle history if there had been no maneuver.  For such a ballistic flight, 
the predicted elevation data reflects a standard, exponentially-damped, parabolic ballistic 
trajectory.  However, for the maneuvering, range-extending VAPP-8 flight, the elevation angle 
decay rate is greatly reduced from that of the predicted ballistic flight, evidencing successful 
range extension maneuver implementation. 

 

(a) Radial velocity

(c) Radar azimuth angle (b) Radar elevation angle 
 

Figure 11.  Experimental and calculated radar data for VAPP-8 

Some low-magnitude oscillatory center-of-gravity motion is evident in the radar elevation data 
(e.g., between 4 and 6 s in figure 11b).  This measured swerve motion is likely produced by 
oscillatory angular motion (coning) at the yaw rate.  The centroid of the radar return is changing 
due to the coning motion.
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Observable changes in the CG from the ballistic flight enable the normal force of the projectile to 
be evaluated in the parameter identification process.  The normal force is usually indeterminable 
for ballistic flights since the angle-of-attack is too small and the radar data is of insufficient 
accuracy.  For the maneuver flight of the 105-mm airframe, the mean and fluctuating 
components of the CG motion were appreciable enough to support estimates of the projectile 
normal force from elevated gun firings for the first time. 

The roll rate and solar aspect angle data are provided in figure 12.  The roll-rate estimate (figure 
12a) was obtained from the four accelerometer constellation described previously.  The 
oscillations in the latter portion of the roll rate history are at the yawing frequency and reflects 

the fact that the accelerometer constellation output is proportional to 
2 2

2  

2
 r q

p
æ ö+ ÷ç + ÷ç ÷çè ø

, see 

Hepner and Hawkins (12).*  

 

(b) Solar aspect angle (a) Roll rate from accelerometers 

 
Figure 12.  Experimental and calculated accelerometer and solar data for VAPP-8. 

The solar aspect angle history (figure 12b) shows the angular motion for the ballistic and 
maneuver portions of the flight.  Launch disturbances damped to less than 1 deg total angle-of-
attack prior to initiation of the canard deflections.  Shortly before 2 s, canard deflections began 
and continued thereafter.  A poor match is seen between the measured and 6-DOF-predicted 
solar aspect angles for approximately the first 1.5 s of canard operations but a good match 
thereafter.  During this interval of transition between ballistic and maneuvering flight, the current 
model does not fully characterize the angular motion.  The timing of control events in the yaw 
and roll cycles during transient phenomena may be crucial to improving the comparison.  Further 
work to accomplish such characterizations is clearly desirable but beyond the scope of this effort.  
The important observation for this effort is that the flight dynamics were adequately 
characterized to enable flight control development.

                                                 
* In the equation, p, q, r are the projectile’s roll, pitch, and yaw angular rates, respectively. 
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Because the velocity histories of VAPP-7 and VAPP-8 are nearly identical, data from similar 
time intervals can be compared.  In the 57-s interval of the solar angle histories of VAPP-7 
(ballistic) and VAPP-8 (maneuvering), both projectiles have matching yaw frequencies.  
However, the magnitude of the yawing motion of VAPP-8 is approximately twice that of VAPP-
7.  A positive static side moment coefficient was used in the modeling of the VAPP-8 coning 
motion since this was shown to provide the best fit for the VAPP-7 ballistic flight.  It is not 
inconceivable that a dynamic side moment may also contribute to the angular motion.  
Aerodynamic trim moments were included to improve the fit to the experimental solar aspect 
angle for VAPP-8. 

The VAPP-8 angle-of-attack behaviors are further exemplified in the angular motion 
reconstructions of figure 13.  The ballistic phase of the flight is given in figure 13a.  The first 
point in this reconstruction is of the heading at the first solar observation approximately 0.4 s 
after muzzle exit.  At this time, the nose of the projectile was yawed about 2° up and about 2.5° 
to the right.  Thereafter, the yaw magnitude decreased to less than 1 deg total angle-of-attack 
before the maneuver onset.  Visual examination of and a   for the final yaw cycle in this interval 

shows a near zero average angle of attack.  The complicated early structure of the curve in figure 
13a (seen as scalloped shapes) reflects the addition of the trim moment to the aerodynamic 
model. 

The maneuver portion of the VAPP-8 flight is shown in figure 13b.  Approximately 3° average 
of angle-of-attack was produced by the control mechanism (mean α~3° and β~1.5°).  An 
elliptically-skewed coning motion with amplitude near 3° is apparent.  This complex coning 
motion was due to the interaction of trim and side moments, and the control mechanism.  VAPP-
8’s coning motion in figure 13b is mainly due to the static side moment.  Comparing the coning 
amplitude of about 1.5° for the ballistic flight (figure 10b) with the 3° amplitude for the 
maneuver flight (figure 13b) underscores the behavior of the dynamic instability.  Static side 
moment magnitude scales with the total angle-of-attack.  Total angle-of-attack was higher or the 
maneuver flight than the ballistic flight due to the action of the control mechanism.  For this 
reason the static side moment is larger and therefore the coning is larger for the maneuver flight 
than the ballistic flight.   

The scalloped features in the VAPP-8 angular motion of figure 13b are due to the trim moments 
and control mechanism induced yawing motions which both occur at the roll frequency.  Within 
this interval of the flight, the roll rate is between 10 and 12 Hz.  By comparison, the yaw 
frequency is approximately 2.5 Hz.  Thus, within a yaw cycle the control mechanism and trim 
moments perturb the angular motion at the roll rate to produce the scalloped shapes. 
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(a) Earlier interval (b) Later interval 

 
Figure 13.  Reconstructed angular motion for VAPP-8. 

4.3 VAPP-7 and VAPP-8 Aerodynamic Coefficients 

The aerodynamic coefficients derived for the 10-5mm airframe are shown in figures 14 and 15.  

Zero-yaw axial force coefficients ( 0xC ) for VAPP-8 and VAPP-7 agree well.  The zero-yaw 

axial force coefficient increases slightly as Mach number increases. 

The pitching moment coefficient was separated into the plane of the airframe containing the 
body and fins (

mC ) and the plane containing the body, fins, and canards ( nC
 ).  The difference 

between 
mC  and 

nC quantifies the degree of asymmetry in the airframe.  An asymmetric 

pitching moment coefficient was obtained for VAPP-8 and the earlier portion of the flight of 
VAPP-7.  As expected, mC was larger than 

nC since the absence of canards moves the CP 
rearward.  Near a Mach number of 0.85, the 

nC
 
for VAPP-8 and VAPP-7 agree better than the 

mC for VAPP-8 and VAPP-7.  Perhaps nonlinearities with respect to angle-of-attack are not
 

being captured or this experimental aerodynamic characterization is beyond the fidelity of the 

present data. 

Adding the asymmetry into the analysis for the later phase of VAPP-7 did not improve the fit.  
Therefore, the average value for the two planes was used for the pitching moment coefficient at 

these Mach numbers (e.g., VAPP-7 mC curve near Mach 0.7 in figure 14b).  This averaging is 

supported by the data in figure 14b, where the averaged pitching moment coefficient for VAPP-7 

lies between the results for mC  and 
nC for VAPP-8. 

The pitch damping coefficient (
mm CC

q
 ) in figure 14c and static side moment coefficient 

(
nC ) in figure 14d contribute to the dynamic stability.  Less pitch damping, for example, may 

be traded for a lower magnitude static side moment.  This highlights the ambiguities sometimes 
associated with a particular aerodynamics characterization technique and provides support for 
the argument that employing multiple techniques can be required for the best overall 

aerodynamic assessment.  These coefficients may also feature asymmetries, depending on roll 
orientation; however, such an effect was not significant in this situation. 
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. 

(c) (d) 

(a)  (b) 

(e) (f) 

 

Figure 14.  Aerodynamic coefficients for the 105-mm airframe.
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The roll damping moment coefficient (
plC ) and static roll moment coefficient ( olC ) are shown 

in figures 14e and 14f.  The dynamic roll moment coefficients of VAPP-7 and VAPP-8 agree to 
within experimental uncertainty.  A large variation in static roll moment coefficient with Mach 

number near 0.85 for VAPP-7 may be unreliable given the static roll moment coefficient and roll 
rate history fit for VAPP-8. 

Further aerodynamic data for the 105-mm projectile, not typically available from ballistic flights, 
are presented in figure 15.  The normal force coefficient ( NC ) in figure 15a shows an increase 

of about 20% as Mach number increased from 0.65 to 0.85.  An asymmetric normal force 
coefficient (i.e., different between the body-fin and body-fin-canard planes) was not obtained 
potentially since the normal force of the canards does not produce a motion which is readily 
observable in the measurements.  The normal force coefficient, therefore, is averaged over roll. 

Canard normal force coefficient (for both blades) and longitudinal CP location are provided in 
figures 15b and 15c.  Comparison of the canard normal force coefficient with the normal force 
coefficient in figure 15a shows that the canards contribute about 20% of the normal force of the 
body and fins combined.  The CP is located near the canard axis and moves slightly rearward as 
Mach number increases.
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(a) 

(b) (c)
 

Figure 15.  More aerodynamic coefficients for the 105-mm airframe (VAPP-8). 

 

4.4 The 120-mm Flight Dynamics:  VAPP-13 

The next projectile investigated was a 120-mm mortar round, VAPP-13.  Radar and 
magnetometer data were obtained during the ballistic flight of VAPP-13.  This projectile featured 
high static stability which contributed to there being only small angular motion during most of its 
flight.  Appreciable angular motion was only encountered near the gun. 

Comparisons of experimental data with 6-DOF calculations are provided in figures 16 and 17.  
Experimental measurement uncertainties are evident in the scatter of the radar data of figure 16.  
The roll rate increase from 0 at the gun to over 7 Hz in less than 1 s is illustrated in figure 17a.  
Figure 17b shows damping of the launch disturbances to less than 1° within 1 s from launch.
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(a) Radial velocity 

(c) Radar azimuth angle (b) Radar elevation angle 
 

Figure 16.  Experimental and calculated radar data for VAPP-13. 

 

(b) Magnetic aspect angle (a) Magnetic roll rate 
 

Figure 17.  Experimental and calculated magnetic data for VAPP-13.
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The reconstructed angular motion for VAPP-13 in figure 18 shows a maximum total angle-of-
attack of about 8° resulting from an initial yawing rate that kicked the projectile nose up and to 
the right.  Total angle-of-attack damped to less than 1° within 1 s. 

 

 

Figure 18.  Reconstructed angular motion for 
VAPP-13. 

4.5 VAPP-13 Aerodynamic Coefficients 

The aerodynamic coefficients for this 120-mm mortar configuration resulting from the parameter 
identification process are provided in figure 19.  A limited Mach regime, between 0.65 and 0.7, 
was available for analysis due to the low amplitude angle-of-attack history during flight.  The 
zero-yaw axial force, pitching moment, pitch damping moment, dynamic roll moment, and static 
roll moment coefficients do not change appreciably over this Mach range.  The asymmetric 
pitching moment was quantified.  Figure 19b demonstrates the relative decrease in the pitching 
moment coefficient in the plane containing the canards by shifting the CP nose-ward and 
increasing the normal force.  An ~10% change is evident between the pitching moment 
coefficients in the two planes; this physically agrees with a consideration of the relative size of 
canards and fins and location with respect to the CG. 
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. 

(c) 

(a) (b) 

(e) (d) 
 

Figure 19.  Aerodynamic coefficients for 120-mm airframe. 
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4.6 The 155-mm Flight Dynamics:  VAPP-23 

The remaining experimental aerodynamic characterizations to be discussed are for the flights of 
three identical, non-maneuvering, 155-mm artillery projectiles.  For the first two shots (VAPP-23 
and VAPP-24), radar, solar, accelerometer, and magnetic data were collected.  For the third shot 
(VAPP-25), radar, solar, and accelerometer data were collected.  All three rounds spanned 
supersonic to subsonic speeds. 

For the VAPP-23 flight, analyses were performed using data from an approximately 8 s subsonic 
portion of the flight.  Good agreement was achieved between all the calculated and experimental 
data within this interval.  Calculated and experimental radar data are shown in figure 20.  
Corresponding calculated and experimental roll rate data as estimated with the accelerometer 
ring are shown in figure 21a.  The constant amplitude angular motion seen in the solar aspect 
angle and magnetic aspect angle data presented in figures 21b and c evidences a slight dynamic 
instability for the low angles of attack within this time interval.  The direction of the coning 
motion was unambiguous because both solar and magnetic aspect angles were available.   

 

(a) Radial velocity 

(b) Radar elevation angle (c) Radar azimuth angle  

Figure 20.  Experimental and calculated radar data for VAPP-23.
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(a) Roll rate from accelerometers 

(b) Solar aspect angle    (c) Magnetic aspect angle  

Figure 21.  Experimental and calculated accelerometer, solar, and magnetic data for VAPP-23. 

 
A positive static side moment coefficient was used to quantify the aerodynamic phenomenon 
producing this coning motion.  This choice was supported by limited wind tunnel data.  The 
resulting pitch-yaw plane motion due to the action of the static side moment can be seen in figure 
22.  The clockwise coning motion has a magnitude of between 2° and 2.5°.
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Figure 22.  Reconstructed angular motion for VAPP-23. 

 

4.7 The 155-mm Flight Dynamics:  VAPP-24 

VAPP-24 was identical in configuration to VAPP-23.  Two intervals of the flight data from 
VAPP-24 were used for the analysis.  The Mach regime of VAPP-24 ranged from supersonic to 
transonic during the first interval and was wholly subsonic during the second interval.  Fits to the 
radar data for both intervals are presented in figure 23.  Radar matches and all other fit metrics 
fell within the bounds provided in table 3.
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(a) Radial velocity 

(b) Radar elevation angle (c) Radar azimuth angle 
 

Figure 23.  Experimental and calculated radar data for VAPP-24. 
 
The calculated roll rate in figure 24a matches the experimental data better for the later phase of 
flight than the earlier phase.  Consequently, estimated static and dynamic roll moment 
coefficients in the lower Mach regime should have greater accuracy.   

Satisfactory agreement was achieved between the calculated and experimental data for the solar 
and magnetic aspect angles during both intervals.  As solar and magnetic aspect angle histories 
were available and distinct, the direction of coning motion was determined using this analysis 
methodology and an independent approach (POINTER) and relative magnitude information 
about the side moments was obtained.  VAPP-24 underwent a reversal in coning direction in 
mid-flight.  In the first interval, while at supersonic through transonic speeds, coning was 
counterclockwise and a negative dynamic side moment achieved the required match to the solar 
and magnetic aspect angles.  Later in flight, when VAPP-24 was subsonic, coning was clockwise 
and the match to experimental data was obtained with a positive static side moment.  While 
limited wind tunnel data supports use of a static side moment for matching the angular motion 
history when at subsonic speeds, further investigation (e.g., CFD) must be performed to further 
quantify the static and dynamic side moment coefficients for this projectile.
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(a) Roll rate from accelerometers 

(b) Solar aspect angle (c) Magnetic aspect angle 
 

Figure 24.  Experimental and calculated accelerometer, solar, and magnetic data for VAPP-24. 

 
The angular motion reconstruction plots for the two intervals are given in figure 25.  Proceeding 
along the respective curves, the coning during the first interval (figure 25a) is in the counter-
clockwise direction with about 1° amplitude.  For the later, subsonic interval, figure 25b shows 
an approximate 2° coning magnitude with a clockwise sense.  An angular motion history for the 
entire trajectory was independently estimated using the POINTER methodology.  These 
estimates agreed with the angular reconstructions shown here in both direction and magnitude.
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(b) Later interval (a) Earlier interval 
 

Figure 25.  Reconstructed angular motion for VAPP-24. 

 

4.8 The 155-mm Flight Dynamics:  VAPP-25 

For the final 155-mm projectile flight, VAPP-25, radar, accelerometer, and solar data were 
obtained.  A portion of these data during the supersonic to transonic Mach regimes was used for 
processing.  Figure 26 demonstrates that sufficient agreement between the measured and 
calculated radar data was accomplished.  

The experimental solar aspect angle data in figure 27b show a growth of angle of attack during 
this interval.  Recalling the analysis of VAPP-24 indicated that the observed instability at these 
speeds was likely attributable to a negative dynamic side moment, this parameter was chosen for 
fitting the VAPP-25 solar data.  Non-linearity in the dynamic side moment was able to be 
quantified since the measured total angle-of-attack was higher for VAPP-25 than VAPP-24. 
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(a) Radial velocity 

(c) Radar azimuth angle (b) Radar elevation angle 
 

Figure 26.  Experimental and calculated radar data for VAPP-25. 

 

(b) Solar aspect angle (a) Solar roll rate 
 

Figure 27.  Experimental and calculated accelerometer and solar data for VAPP-25.
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The resulting reconstructed angular motion is shown in figure 28.  The angle-of-attack 
magnitude grows to almost 4° by the end of the evaluated portion of flight.  The direction of the 
spiral, in accordance with a negative dynamic side moment, is counter-clockwise.  

 

 

Figure 28.  Reconstructed angular motion for VAPP-25. 

 

4.9 VAPP-23, 24, and 25 Aerodynamic Coefficients 

The aerodynamic coefficients for the 155-mm airframe, compiled from analysis of the flights of 
VAPP-23, VAPP-24, and VAPP-25, are provided in figures 29 and 30.  The flight data obtained 
estimate of zero-yaw axial force coefficient (figure 29a) shows some scatter.  More analysis 
could perhaps refine these estimates; however, the zero-yaw axial force coefficients provided in 
figure 29a were hand-faired and ultimately used in the development of a GNC system that 
produced successful guide-to-hit flight experiments. 

The pitching moment coefficients are given in figure 29b.  The asymmetric pitching moment was 
unable to be determined; possibly due to a small difference in pitching moments between the 
canard and non-canard plane for this projectile.  Thus, the pitching moment coefficients likely 
represent a roll-average. 

Pitch damping coefficients presented in figure 29c illustrate an approximately 20% increase in 
pitch damping through the transonic regime.  The positive static side moment coefficient that 
was determined during subsonic flight is given in figure 29d.  More discussion of the pitch 
damping and static side moment is provided next during explanation of the dynamic instability of 
the 155-mm projectile. 

The dynamic and static roll moment coefficients are shown in figures 29e and 25f, respectively.  
Slip band obturators were used for the 155-mm rounds to produce low roll rates at launch.  When 
the tailfins deployed, there was a rapid increase in spin for about the first 5 s of the flight of 
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VAPP-23 and about the first 9 s of the flight of VAPP-24 and VAPP-25.  Thereafter, because 
tailfin shape is the mechanism for creating projectile spin, there is a direct correlation between 
speed and spin rate.  All the analyses were for intervals with this direct correlation.  Spin rates 
ranged from approximately 10–30 Hz within the analyzed data while corresponding speeds 
ranged from approximately 250–420 m/s.  This behavior is reflected in the static roll moment 
coefficient increasing for Mach greater than one. 

Out of eight total experimental flights of the 155-mm projectile (three of which, VAPP-23, 
VAPP-24, and VAPP-25 are analyzed in this effort), four flights maintained a 2°–3° magnitude 
yawing motion in the transonic Mach regime and four flights had a yawing magnitude which 
grew to over 10° in the transonic Mach regime.  This intermittency is a characteristic that should 
be eliminated during the development of precision munitions.  The control authority must 
increase to account for a bi-modal (shorter/high yaw impacts and longer/low yaw impacts) 
ballistic dispersion. 

The intermittency of high yaw growth was reproduced through the introduction of a negative 
dynamic side moment that is non-linear with angle-of-attack.  The dynamic side moment 
coefficient obtained from the flights of VAPP-24 and VAPP-25 is shown in figure 30.  Total 
angle-of-attack near 2° appeared to be the threshold angle-of-attack for instability since the 
magnitude of the dynamic side moment increased by a factor of 2.  At angles-of-attack higher 
than 2°, the magnitude of the dynamic side moment reduced.  It is unknown if the underlying 
phenomenon producing this instability is due to flow interactions between the body, fins and 
canards, or some other mechanism. 

It is presumed that minor variations in angle-of-attack in the transonic Mach regime due to 
atmospheric effects (e.g., wind) or projectile asymmetries (e.g., mass imbalance or external 
shape) dictate the degree of instability encountered in the individual experimental flights since 
the dynamic side moment scales as the total angle-of-attack.
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(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 

(e) (f) 

 

Figure 29.  Aerodynamic coefficients for 155-mm airframe.
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Figure 30.  Dynamic side moment coefficient for  
155-mm airframe. 

 

4.10 Dynamic Stability of 155-mm Projectile 

The 155-mm projectile featured a strong transonic instability and also reversed coning direction 
in mid-flight.  An analysis of the dynamic stability of this projectile was undertaken using this 
aerodynamic characterization and projectile linear theory (14) to better understand these 
phenomena. 

In projectile linear theory, equations of motion for the pitch and yaw angle-of-attack have a 
closed-form solution.  This solution takes the form of a damped sinusoid.  The period of the 
sinusoid is dictated by the yawing rate of the airframe.  An exponential term (exponential raised 
to a power denoted as the damping rate) prescribes the change in amplitude of this sinusoid.  
Positive damping rates result in an increase in the amplitude of the angle-of-attack and negative 
damping rates decrease angle-of-attack amplitude. 

Furthermore, the angular motion solution is often separated into two modes:  fast (or nutation) 
and slow (or precession).  A damping rate and yawing rate is associated with each mode in linear 
theory.  This formulation is useful in that it enables the type of instability (fast mode or slow 
mode) to be identified along with the underlying cause (e.g., static side moment, dynamic side 
moment, pitch damping). 

The analysis of the flight of VAPP-24 indicated that a reversal in the coning direction occurs in 
mid-flight.  This behavior was due to different dynamic flight instabilities in separate Mach 
regimes.  To illustrate these dynamic instabilities, the damping rates and yawing rates were 
calculated for subsonic (Mach = 0.75) and transonic (Mach = 1.1) flight using projectile linear 
theory and are given in figure 31.  An angle-of-attack averaged dynamic side moment was used 
in these calculations to permit insight into the phenomena at different Mach number.
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Inspection of the damping rates in figure 31a show a strongly damped slow mode and a weakly 
damped fast mode at Mach 0.75.  The static side moment is the main contributor in producing 
the weakly damped fast mode.  At transonic speeds, these trends flip to some degree; the slow 
mode is undamped and the fast mode is strongly damped.  The undamped slow mode is produced 
by the dynamic side moment.  Reducing the fin cant, and therefore the roll rate, would increase 
the damping rate of the slow mode; however, roll-yaw resonance would be an issue if roll rate 
were reduced further.  Thus, this projectile has a potentially minor fast mode instability due to a 
static side moment for subsonic mach numbers and a strong slow mode instability due to a 
dynamic side moment at transonic mach numbers. 

The yawing rates for the fast and slow mode are presented in figure 31b, along with the steady 
state roll rate determined from projectile linear theory.  For slowly rolling fin-stabilized 
projectiles, the fast and slow mode yawing rates are nearly equal magnitude with opposite sign.  
Comparing the fast mode yawing rate with the roll rate shows a separation sufficient to avoid 
roll-yaw resonance. 

The data in figure 31b illustrate that the fast mode yawing is in the same direction as the roll rate.  
Thus, for right-hand rolling projectiles, the fast mode is also yawing in a clockwise direction 
when viewed from behind the projectile.  Alternatively, the slow mode yawing is in a counter-
clockwise direction.  As an example, at Mach number 1.1, the projectile is rolling at 20 Hz in the 
clockwise direction, the fast mode is yawing (if excited) at 5 Hz in the clockwise direction, and 
the slow mode is yawing (if excited) at about 4 Hz in the counter-clockwise direction. 

Combining the information in figure 31 with the angular motion reconstructions in figures 22, 
25, and 28 completes the dynamic stability analysis of this projectile.  For the launch and flight 
conditions used here, at transonic Mach numbers a dynamic side moment (nonlinear with angle-
of-attack) produces yaw growth with coning motion in the counter-clockwise direction (see 
figures 25a and 28).  As Mach number decreases in flight to subsonic, a weak fast mode 
instability due to a static side moment appears.  This causes the projectile to cease coning motion 
with counter-clockwise sense and begin to cone in the clockwise direction with a magnitude near 
2° (see figures 22 and 25b).  This dynamic stability analysis is based on the magnitude of the 
static (figure 29d) and dynamic side moment (figure 30) coefficients obtained in these 
experiments; further analysis should be performed to refine these data.   
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   (a)       (b) 

 

Figure 31.  Dynamic instability metrics for 155-mm airframe. 

 

5. Conclusions 

This effort fully characterized the aerodynamics of precision munitions, including asymmetries, 
static side moments, nonlinear dynamic side moments, normal forces, and the control mechanism 
terms for the first time from elevated gun firings.  These results enable 6-DOF simulation, 
analysis of dynamic flight stability, and projectile design. 

Maneuverability, roll rate, and dynamic stability were critical parameters for these precision 
munitions.  The 105-mm projectile met all three performance objectives.  VAPP-8 demonstrated 
an approximately 30% extension in range from the ballistic flight due to the canard deflections.  
The control-induced angle-of-attack during glide was approximately 3°.  The roll rate of this 
105-mm projectile was sufficiently higher than the yaw rate so that roll-yaw resonance was 
avoided.  The roll rate was satisfactory for roll angle estimation and CAS bandwidth, both 
requirements of the GNC system.  A weak dynamic instability (coning motion of 1°–3°) for the 
105-mm projectile was not detrimental to the overall system effectiveness. 

The 120-mm airframe was less successful at meeting all design objectives.  Maneuverability was 
inadequate due to the high static stability.  Roll rate was satisfactory for resonance and GNC 
purposes.  Negligible coning motion was observed during flights of the 120-mm mortar.  
Dynamic stability was enhanced by the high static stability.  Future airframe modifications for 
the 120-mm mortar should focus on reducing the effectiveness of the tailfins (thereby reducing 
static stability) while preserving the roll rate.
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The 155-mm projectile met maneuverability and roll rate objectives, but exhibited dynamic 
instabilities.  The 2° coning motion at subsonic velocities was acceptable.  In the transonic Mach 
regime, however, the non-linear dynamic side moment was extremely sensitive to minor 
differences in the angle-of-attack.  Angle-of-attack non-linearity and the roll rate at transonic 
speeds contributed to coning amplitudes greater than 10° in the flights.  It was just as 
problematic that coning as low as 2° was also encountered in flights at transonic speeds.  Further 
studies must determine the flow mechanisms which are responsible for this transonic instability.  
Modifications to the fin or canard configuration would likely mitigate of these effects. 

This experimental characterization provided a fundamental understanding of the ballistic and 
maneuvering flights of these airframes.  A variety of complex physical processes was observed 
and modeled, including a reversal in the direction of coning motion in mid-flight was detected.  
The dynamics which dictated this switching in the direction of coning were explained. 

This analysis impacted programs by providing a high quantity of actual flight-based aerodynamic 
and flight dynamic information with less costly and time-consuming testing.  Ultimately, these 
results enabled successful guide-to-hit flight experiments on multiple projectile calibers. 

A limitation to these techniques is that the full range of Mach in the flights cannot be exploited 
for aerodynamics because all states of the projectile dynamics are not being excited.  Future 
efforts will focus on both means to persistently excite the projectile in flight and methods to 
obtain aerodynamics at lower excitation amplitude.  Additionally, methods to reduce the analysis 
time would be beneficial. 
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